INTRODUCTION
IN his general discussion of disruptive selection, Mather (i 955a) argued that it is to be expected to have two different kinds of consequence. In so far as different interdependent classes of phenotype are selected, it is to be expected that disruptive selection, given appropriate genetic variation, will produce a polymorphic population. It has been shown experimentally (Thoday, 1958a (Thoday, , 1959 (Thoday, , 1960 ; Thoday and Boam, that this is so. On the other hand, if different independent phenotypes are selected, disruptive selection might result in the development of physiological isolation between them.
Between these two extremes there are intermediate situations in which a population is to some extent split into two parts selected for different characteristics, but in which the split is not permitted to be complete. Such situations should be very revealing, for they should permit experimental assessment of the relative effectiveness of disruptive selection pressure in promoting and of gene-flow in preventing genetic divergence of parts of a population from one another. The need for some such experimental assessment of the importance of isolation hardly needs stressing, as Mather (i955b) pointed out in another paper. Thoday and Boam (i959) have already shown that isolation is not a prerequisite of divergence under divergent selection pressures. Their experiment, however, involved an extreme amount of gene-flow for, in each generation, 50 per cent, of the genes in each half of their population were derived from the other half. This is twice the geneflow as would be involved in random mating. The present experiments were started with a view to assessing the amount of divergence possible with 25 per cent. gene-flow, the formal equivalent of random mating. A preliminary account of some of the results has already been published (Millicent and Thoday, 1960) .
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Selection was for sternopleural chaeta number, and the lines were initiated from the same wild stock (Dronfield) of Drosophila melanogaster as that used by Thoday (19580, 1959) and Thoday and Boam (i9) Three mating systems were used (table i). The first system gives 50 per cent. gene-flow between the high and low halves of the population and is identical with that of Thoday and Boani (5959) except that males instead of females were used as the migrators through whom the gene-flow from high to low halves of the population occurred. The second mating system is a modification of the first designed to reduce gene-flow to 25 per cent. The third mating system gives o per cent, gene-flow between the high and low halves. The lines maintained with this latter system will for convenience be referred to as lines or populations, though strictly, of course, each is composed of two separate populations, one under directional selection for high and the other under directional selection for low chaeta number. The first and third mating systems were used primarily as controls with which the 25 per cent, gene-flow lines could be compared.
Two replicate lines were maintained with each mating system. The lines will be designated 5o/A, so/B, 25/A, 25/B, 0/A, and o/B, and were initiated as follows. Twelve four-pair cultures of the Dronfield wild stock were set up. These we will refer to as X a-d, Y a-d and Z a-d, as they were used in three groups of four cultures each. The four single pairs of flies used to establish Line 5o/A were taken from the four cultures Xa, Xb, Xc, Xd; so were those used to establish Line 25/B. Lines Divergence was greatly impeded by 50 per cent. gene-flow, though some positive difference was maintained. This was not as large as in the population described by Thoday and Boam (i4) , neither is it The o populations diverged reasonably readily, but a plateau seems to have been reached rather soon, no doubt partly because of the small population size. Each half of each population is of course maintained by only two pairs of flies per generation and this involves fairly heavy inbreeding.
It is the 25 per cent. gene-flow populations that provide the main interest. They diverged more slowly than the o, which is hardly surprising. But in time they diverged as much as the o populations which is. The comparison that seems most legitimate is that between 0/A and 25/B, which originated from the same cultures. The ultimate divergence of 25/B was greater than that of o/A. o/B and 25/A showed similar ultimate divergence, and, though they originated from different cultures they add to the evidence. The two 25 per cent, gene-flow populations taken together diverged a little more than the two o per cent. populations. It does not seem that the 25 per cent. gene-flow of the type arranged in these experiments seriously limits the amount of divergence that can occur. The regression coefficients of bilateral asymmetry of sternopleural chaeta number on generations are listed in table 3. The measure of asymmetry used was the sum of the difference between sides, sign ignored, divided by total chaeta number (AfT), a transformation that to some extent compensates for the correlation in the Dronfield stock of asymmetry with mean. It has been suggested by Reeve (1960) that A/T-6 would be a better transformation. However, as A/T has some slight empirical justification (Thoday, i958b) , but A/T-6 is based solely on intuitive "knowledge" of the true physiological relations in flies, we prefer AfT. The regressions are calculated using A/Tx iooo for convenience. All the regressions are positive except that for 25fB which is negligible, the joint regression is significant, and there is significant variation of the coefficients. It is notable that the significant responses are all in the disruptive selection lines. These figures suggest that disruptive selection can pick out developmentally unstable genotypes though it does not always do so. were also assessed in the lines. They declined significantly with generations of selection, but as there were no significant differences between the regression coefficients of the different lines they are relatively uninformative.
(iv) Chromosome assays At generation 25 or 27 the selection experiment was ended, and genomes were extracted from the lines for chromosome assay. The genomes were extracted using a newly made y) bw/bw st/st stock and they bw/bw st/st inbred stock that was used for similar assays by Thoday and Boam It was decided to extract genomes from all the flies that would have been used to maintain the selection lines had they been continued. The flies were selected as if for continuance of the lines and by mating males to the attached X stock, and females to the y bw st stock, and selecting ten F1 males from each fly's progeny, ten genomes were preserved from each of them. Chromosome IV as was ignored. Each of the 480 F1 males was mated to afy bw/bw st/st female and the resulting 480 genomes were preserved by repeated crossing to females of the attached-X stock. In due course the genomes were assayed by counting five flies of each sex and each eye colour. It was figs. 8-13 , in which the differences between +/bw and bw/bw flies are plotted as effects of Chromosome II, and the differences between +1st and st/st flies are plotted as effects of Chromosome III, as was done by Thoday and Boam (1959, fig. 3 ). Fig. 7 shows the results of a comparable assay of genomes taken from Dronfield stock females for comparison. We are indebted to Mr Gibson for permission to use his data.
It should be stressed that Mr Gibson's assay was made with the y/y bw/bw st/st inbred stock that was used by Thoday and Boam (zg) , whereas the present assays were made against the y5' bw/bw st/st stock which had been newly bred for the purpose, since it seemed necessary to make preservation of X chromosomes as well as the two large autosomes possible. The two assays are not therefore strictly comparable. In particular the attached X stock, being newly synthesised, was more variable than the inbred stock, so that results may be blurred by significant variation of the marker chromosomes with whose effects the effects on chaeta number of the extracted chromosomes are compared.
i With complete isolation, bristle decreasing genes homozygous in the high half, and bristle increasing alleles homozygous in the low half could limit divergence. With some gene-flow these genes could be transferred and exploited. We thus see the possibility that isolation may sometimes be a factor limiting divergence, as suggested by Thoday and prove homozygous viable and different from the low second chromosomes of the original polymorphic population of Thoday and Boam (1959) , though it is not yet known whether they are the same as the low second chromosomes in o/B. It is clear and striking that 25/A and 25/B achieved the same order of divergence by different genetical means, and that neither of these divergences had the same cause as that in the original population of Thoday and Boam. iii. The 50 lines. The assays of the 50 lines are less informative, which is not surprising in view of the slight and variable divergence achieved in these lines. However, comparison of these assays (figs. 12 and 13) with that for the Dronfield wild stock, show clearly that disruptive selection has increased the variety of second chromosomes. There are higher chaeta number second chromosomes in both assays, and lower second chromosomes in 5oIB than in the wild stock. The 00 00
• $ a! range of third chromosome effects is 2.3 chaete in each assay which is also the range in the Dronfleld assay, so that there is no evidence that new third chromosomes were produced in this line. It is to be noted that 5o/B shows clear signs of producing low second chromosomes, but that 5o/A does not. have never been found in the Dronfield stock. These facts strengthen the view that the origin of such extreme chromosomes is recombinational rather than mutational (see also Gibson and Thoday, i g6o).
We know that the o/B and 25/B low second chromosomes differ from the low second chromosomes in Thoday and Boam's (1959) D population. It is almost certain that the 5o/B low second chromosomes are different for they give less extreme chaeta numbers.
It seems as if the Dronfield wild stock can produce recombinant second chromosomes in several ways.
DISCUSSION
The results reported here leave no doubt that disruptive selection is capable of bringing about divergence of high and low components in a population despite 25 per cent. gene-flow between the two. The result is a polymorphism (see fig. x The present divergences were the result of heterogeneity of both second and third chromosomes, but it does not seem that either of the present lines produced more extreme chromosomes than were produced in Thoday and Boam's D+ line. The D+ low chromosome II gave the same order of chaeta number as that in 25/B, but the D+ high Chromosome III was more effective than any high chromosome in CHAETA NUMBER the present lines. The greater divergence obtained in the present lines, does not, then, arise from the production of more diverse chromosomes. In fact the diversity of chromosomes obtained from Line 25/A is considerably less than that in the D line though the difference between high and low halves of 25/A is nearly twice as great as in D+. The greater divergence was perhaps possible because the per cent. gene-flow system permits the selection of extreme chromosomes in homozygous form. It is interesting to note in this connection, that the extreme low second chromosomes in the D+ line were homozygous lethal (Gibson and Thoday, 1959) whereas those in 25/B are not (Gibson, unpublished) .
It is of considerable importance that the present assays, together with the results of Gibson's tests which demonstrate the extreme low Chromosome II in 251B to be different from that in the D line, show that none of the three lines, D, 25/A or 25/B has responded to disruptive selection in the same way. This makes it unlikely that the Dronfleld stock is peculiar in possessing a few heterozygous loci from which a polymorphism can readily be built up by selection. On the contrary, it is now clear that there are many ways in which this population can respond to disruptive selection despite its initiation from one wild female and her mate(s), and subsequent inbreeding in the laboratory. This is a nice demonstration of the remarkable genetic versatility of a wild stock of an outbreeding species.
The most striking fact about the responses in the two 25 per cent. gene-flow lines is their magnitude relative to the responses in the o per cent, gene-flow lines. The divergence of the two completely isolated halves of the two o per cent. gene-flow lines, was no doubt limited by the very small population size involved, and with larger population sizes we would expect isolation to permit greater divergence than 25 per cent, gene-flow. Nevertheless, the results suggest that in a heterogeneous habitat there will be plenty of scope for the divergence of an appropriate range of ecotypes despite random mating between them, as suggested by Thoday and Boam and Thoday (1960) .
It is possible to object to this conclusion on the grounds that the present 25 per cent, gene-flow lines are maintained by a positive assortative mating system. To test the cogency of this objection we have taken a sub-line from Line 25/B and maintained it under disruptive selection with negative assortative mating. The mating system was exactly as in table i, with the exception that the males taken from cultures A and B for mating with females of cultures C and D were selected for high chaeta number and the males taken from cultures C and D for mating with females of A and B were selected for low chaeta number. The results are illustrated in fig. 5 . The change in regime at first reduced the difference between the high and low halves of the population, but recovery was rapid, and the demonstration that disruptive selection can maintain a difference even with 25 per cent, gene-flow and negative assortative mating is clear. It seems reasonable to conclude that disruptive selection could produce and maintain considerable deviation under random mating.
SUMMARY
x. Two populations of Drosophila inelanogaster have been exposed to disruptive selection with positive assortative mating and 25 per cent. gene-flow between the half selected for high and the half selected for low sternopleural chaeta number.
2. Two lines were run with o per cent. gene-flow between their halves, and two with 50 per cent, gene-flow. All the six lines were established from the same wild stock "Dronfleld ". 6. The D+ low second chromosome is known to be a recombinant product of other second chromosomes in the stock, and evidence points to these new ones also being recombinational in origin. There seem to be several ways in which this stock may respond to selection to produce polymorphisms. 7. The magnitude of the divergences in the 25 per cent. gene-flow lines is strong evidence that random mating cannot prevent divergence under disruptive selection. This conclusion is given force by the maintenance of most of the difference between the low and high halves of one 25 per cent. gene-flow population when put under a similar regime with negative assortative mating.
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